Dear Parents and Carers,

On Monday 17 February, a fun learning day based around a water theme has been organised for all Kindergarten, Year 1 and Year 2 students, who are not going to the Swimming Carnival. This is during normal class time.

The teaching/learning activities will supplement the unit, ‘Our Needs’, students are studying this term. The teachers have planned a variety of lessons to teach students about water and they will use water to teach different concepts.

The students will be participating in hands-on learning activities with water, and rotate to work with different teachers. Some of the activities will include Mathematics – capacity and displacement; Science – water cycle, float and sink, water pollution; English - stories about water; Creative Arts – songs about water, Visual Arts – creatively representing their day in picture form; Physical Education – relays.

The students can wear summer clothes, that dry quickly if wet.
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